Introduction
The term theoretical lens is a relatively new addition to the vocabulary researchers apply to the processes of accumulating knowledge. However, this term has begun to appear in academic writing with increasing frequency-most especially in the information systems (IS) discipline (see Table 1 ). A recent search of ABI Informs listed 2,590 peer reviewed papers that explicitly included the phrase "theoretical lens" (search performed on 21 February, 2018) . When decomposed by journal title, six of the 13 journals with 30 or more discreet usages of the term clearly reside in the IS domain (see Table 2 ). These IS publications account for 237 papers or approximately 10 percent of all references to the term in the academic research literature 1 . Despite its growing prevalence in the literature, the term theoretical lens is not a major element of the prevalent conceptualization of the philosophy of science, nor is it part of the standard approach to the scientific method 2 . For example, it does not appear in the philosophical and applied views of the nature of science and scientific research presented by Popper (1962) , Diesing (1991) , or Mohr (1982) . Nevertheless, it has rapidly gained popularity in social science, business research, and, in particular, IS research (e.g., see Table 2 ). As such, we need to ask how exactly the theoretical lens concept fits with traditional approaches to accumulating new knowledge through the scientific method.
In this paper, we search for or infer a common meaning (or range of meanings) for the term by examining its actual use in the context of published IS research. Since many scholars have used the term and its use has continued to grow, we contend that these actors must perceive the underlying concept to have value or at least do no harm. However, unlike other terms in the research vocabulary, we found no formal statement that clarifies its meaning or appropriate use. Thus, it seems worthwhile to investigate and to reflect on whether it makes a significant contribution to explaining the underlying domain of study. 
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In addition to considering the nature of the term theoretical lens inductively by looking for generalizations based on patterns of its actual use, we also consider how the concept fits in the traditional natural science ideas of theory testing and theory building. Such an approach emphasizes the growth of knowledge by identifying relevant entities, proposing relationships among them, and representing these in theoretical testable statements. This is followed by predicting empirical results assuming the statements are true, observing the results, contrasting findings to predictions, and updating the statements where necessary (Popper 1962; Weber, 2012) . Over time such a research cycle can be expected to produce knowledge showing its level of support and providing nuanced interpretation of contingencies, boundaries, and exceptions.
It is outside the scope of this paper to judge whether the underlying studies are "good" or "bad". A team of reviewers and editors agreed that each study had sufficient quality and made sufficient contributions to merit its publication. However, use of the term may contribute to several problems: 1) it may obfuscate some aspects of the research even while clarifying others, 2) it may have a positive effect on a particular research study but an unintended negative effect on the discipline more generally, or 3) researchers may have selected it without much reflection, and, thus, it may represent a convenient word choice rather than an important study element.
In this paper, we focus specifically on the IS domain because 1) the term appears often in IS journals, 2) IS journals-particularly those in the AIS Senior Scholars' basket of eight-emphasize work that includes a theoretical basis, and 3) as a relatively young discipline that arose alongside the development of and boom in computing, the IS discipline has a particular interest in developing new knowledge and a relatively clear history in and opportunity to experiment with and innovate new research approaches. It is outside the scope of this paper to consider whether other disciplines have used the theoretical lens concept differently.
Background

What is a Lens?
A lens refers to a physical or conceptual mechanism through which phenomena "come into focus". More broadly, a lens refers to something we "look through" to perceive a domain from a particular viewpoint. A lens is selected, shaped, colored, or otherwise designed to highlight a particular aspect of the viewed terrain or to produce a desired effect. For example, vision or reading glasses compensate for flaws in human eyes so that the user can see more clearly. Alternatively, it can correspond to a mapping that transforms an exact image (e.g., a photograph) into a representation that highlights salient aspects and minimizes distracting ones (e.g., a map of trails). Such highlighting and minimizing can follow as many different "algorithms" as there are imaginable purposes for the transformed perspective.
It stands to reason that scholars might use the lens concept in the latter sense analogously to its use as a mapping device, to highlight particular aspects of the domain while downplaying or even ignoring others. As in cartography where there are many ways to structure maps, one can use different lenses in different ways to highlight varied elements of a domain. Used in this fashion, one can infer three elements at play:
1) The lens itself, which serves as a transformation agent (e.g., a political map that indicates political lines of demarcation between states or countries and eliminates other details such as mountains and rivers or a particular theory emphasizes certain aspects of phenomena while downplaying others) 2) A target or domain of interest, which serves as the transformation recipient (e.g., a particular geographic region or a research domain such as IT adoption, system development, or health IT), and 3) An observer who looks at the space or domain with a particular purpose (e.g., to plan or understand the relationships among constructs to predict the outcomes from various possible IT interventions).
What do We Mean by Theory?
Before examining the relationship between lenses and theory, we must specify what we mean by theory. Scholars have used the term in a wide range of ways with many varied definitions in the scientific method tradition. Gregor (2006) , for example, references Doty and Glick (1994) for minimally defining theory as statements that: "meet three primary criteria: 1) constructs must be identified, 2) relationships among these constructs must be specified, and 3) these relationships must be falsifiable (that is, able to be tested)" (p. 615). Gregor goes on to describe five types of theory that each focus on a particular goal: 1) analysis/description, 2) explanation, 3) prediction, 4) prediction and explanation, and 5) design/action. She also succinctly summarizes an alternative view of theory categorization as follows: Markus and Robey (1988) In this study, we use the term theory in the minimal sense that Doty and Glick (1994) describe as a common denominator but acknowledge that one can apply the term in multiple alternate ways for varied purposes. We see theory as having an important role within a cycle of scientific method where it states general relationships between entities which can generate predictions of what will be found in the empirical world. These predictions can be tested by comparing them to actual observations. Where predictions are fulfilled, the theoretical statements gain support; where some of the predictions are fulfilled they gain partial support and when the predictions are not fulfilled they raise a variety of possibilities, including that the theoretical statements are not helpful, true, or valid or that some additional explanations, contingencies, or understandings are needed (see, e.g., Popper, 1962; Lakatos, 1970) . This is, of course, a simplified version of how knowledge accumulation occurs in practice as various theoretical formulations may compete with one another, become overshadowed and re-emerge, and/or succumb (or elevate) with the availability of more accurate measurement instruments (Feyerabend, 2010; Hawking, 2017) .
One also needs to distinguish theory from metatheory (e.g., Niederman & March, forthcoming) . In our view, metatheory pertains to structured approaches to different types of theory. For example, the most commonly used metatheory in the IS discipline has the name "variance theory" (Mohr, 1982) , which, following Weber (2012) , carefully defines a set of constructs and examines how levels of an independent variable affect the level of a dependent variable. In more complex forms, this style of theory can lead to complex nomological networks of constructs. It has the strong tactical advantage of being quite highly refined in methodology and approaches for evaluation. It tends to have difficulties 1) handling change over time; 2) handling complex relationships, such as direction of influence; and 3) applying to the complex processes that often characterize IS phenomena. "process theory," which focuses on actions and events and can range from trajectories that describe the pattern of events relative to a particular process to pathways that managers can select and implement with the intention of creating particular results. Another alternative pertains to systems theory, which defines a number of attributes of systems in general, such as equifinality, requisite variety, and a hierarchy of nested systems which can frame analysis and understanding of particular systems (Burton- Jones, McLean, & Monad, 2015) .
How Does the Lens Concept Relate to Theory?
As we noted in Section 2.1, the term lens implies three elements: the lens or transforming device itself, the observation target, and the observer. The term theory could relate to lens in terms of:
1) The lens or transforming device itself (in other words, a theory is the mechanism through which an observer examines aspects of the targeted object); 2) The observer who has a theory in mind to test by observing the target much as a plumber will have a theory regarding a leaking pipe and add a dye to the fluid running through the pipe (as a kind of lens) to find the spot of the leak (e.g., the dye acts as a lens by changing the color of the water and, thus, highlights the leak location); 3) The observation target without a particular theory in mind to identify the components of the target, organize into categories attributes of the target, and propose the nature of relationships among these components and/or attributes. 4) The process of theorizing such that observers may consider their own preconceptions, one or more sources of "lens" or filtering, and the various effects and possible theories they could derive in the domain.
Thus, relative to these logical ways to use a lens, the term theoretical lens does not necessitate that the lens itself is a theory (though many readers would obviously and likely reasonably understand the term in that way); rather, it necessitates that the procedure of using a lens (regardless of whether it includes theory or not) contributes in one of several ways to theorizing. One can conceivably use something other than a theory to transform unorganized data into a theory (a sort of "theory-creating lens") or in reverse to decompose empirical data as organized in conformance with a theory for reorientation into a new and different pattern. For example, Tan, Pan, Lu, and Huang (2015) use a taxonomy of "IS capabilities to construct a theoretical lens that serves as 'a complicated sensing device to register a complicated set of events' (Weick, 2007, p. 16)" (p. 252) . In contrast, Rajagopalan and Spreitzer (1997, p. 49 ) "develop a framework that represents a promising beginning toward building a theory of strategic change" by using "the perspective of three theoretical lenses: the rational, learning, and cognitive lenses".
These approaches to using a theoretical lens as a transformative or filtering device allow one to illuminate relationships that a kind of information overload that comes from too many undifferentiated details might otherwise mask. However, its use also raises the scepter of unintended consequences and potential distortions of meaning in undesired ways if not approached with some care. Such unintended consequences may manifest themselves not via any observable flaw in any particular study but via the accumulation of material that collectively harms a research discipline because the theoretical lens filters out potentially relevant aspects of a phenomenon. For example, using a strictly economic view of IS phenomena may filter out aspects related to organizational power and professional development.
Even before looking at how researchers actually use a theoretical lens in practice, we can anticipate several risks based on the logical ways they might use one. By considering such possible risks, we can scan the literature for signs of them while examining the particular ways researchers implement the concept.
The first risk pertains to an author failing to explicitly detail the way in which they use the term. This means the reader must sort through the author's possible implications and intentions. In such a case, the reader may not clearly see how the author uses the theoretical lens, what specifically comprises it, or how the author conduct the transformation. We contend that, if scholars uniformly apply the term theoretical lens, readers could learn inductively from many examples what the term means in practice. On the other hand, if scholars vary in how they use the term in separate instances, readers will experience greater difficulty in assessing and interpreting a study's contribution. For example, if an author uses a specific theory as a theoretical lens to develop a study but omits key elements of the theory, it may hinder readers' ability to understand how the theory contributes (or doesn't) to understanding of the phenomenon.
The second risk pertains to an author's potentially obscuring the theory-building and theory-testing processes used. As Shaw (2017) points out, hypothesizing after one knows the results, which he calls HARKing, involves both ethical and pragmatic issues. While theory building based on searching among results may help one to create theory, it may be deceptive or problematic if one masks it as theory testing.
The third risk pertains to an author's shifting attention from the domain of interest to the theoretical lens itself. This may create an impression that a study explains domain phenomena even though it actually shows that the theory holds in the IS domain. For example, if one uses transaction cost and/or agency theory as a theoretical lens, one might focus on economic considerations and find results that statistically concur with predictions but that do not account for cultural or environmental contingencies. With that said, using transaction cost and/or agency theory in such a case does not represent an incorrect choice; rather, these theories may only describe economic behavior in the IS environment rather than fully describing the behavior and dynamics that exist in such an environment. Such would be apparent, for example, in cultures where economic behavior reflects values other than profit maximization, such as employment maximization (see, e.g., Newman & Zhao, 2008) . Using transaction cost and/or agency theory as a theoretical lens in such environments would likely lead to false or at least incomplete conclusions by constraining the phenomena to which the researcher attends.
The fourth risk involves an author's invoking a particular theory as a lens without using it in any significant way in a study. Using a theoretical lens that supports neither theory testing nor theory building may suggest that the author has simply transferred theory from one domain to another without significantly examining the appropriateness of doing so or the degree to which such a transfer helps either domain. Popper (1962) describes the process of accumulating new scientific knowledge as a cycle of theorizing (constructing testable statements about relationships among entities in a domain), making predictions, assuming them to be true, observing actual events and results as they occur in the empirical world, and reflecting on the relationships between predictions and outcomes (i.e., whether the outcomes support, refute, or partially both support and refute the predictions) as they pertain to the posed theory. As a result researchers can maintain, discard, or update theories and thus contribute to knowledge within a discipline.
The Theoretical Lens Relative to Scientific Method
Of course, such a description overly simplifies the process since each step has many wrinkles and subtleties. However, it does not explain how the role of a theoretical lens fits into this process.
Furthermore, it remains unclear how one can use a theoretical lens to either build or test theory. If, for example, one uses structuration theory as a lens, which essentially means that one uses the interplay of agency and structures as inputs to specific actions in a domain, then the observation that that one can structure data in following this categorization only shows that one can in fact use the theory as a lens. It does not support structuration theory as either "true" or a true representation of the domain because it served as the mechanism for transformation; rather, it suggests a tautology: a bit like saying that using a trail-oriented map will show the trails in a geographic area. It can be tested as to whether or not it shows that the lens produces the intended effect but not that the effect meaningfully explains anything other than the selected aspect of the domain. Optimistically, it may also suggest that trails do exist in the area (or do not if one argues for funding to build them), which can have an alternative sort of value. Correspondingly, using structuration theory as a lens may examine a phenomenon as resulting from the enactment of norms and values in agent initiated actions, but it does not show that this perspective covers the range of elements relevant to that phenomenon or that other perspectives might not provide better predictions or explanations of what is observed. Most importantly, it does not test structuration theory per se: it assumes it to be true (or at least useful) and that, if conscientiously applied will create the pre-intended results. It may, however, generate new theory if 1) the modified view of the domain shows marked differences from the source theory, 2) one reveals additional aspects of the domain by focusing on specific characteristics, or 3) one uncovers new entities or relationships in the domain.
Of course, one must recognize that building and testing theory does not represent the single goal of all research work (Wiesche, Jurisch, Yetton, & Krcmar, 2017) . While establishing theory has value in creating generalizations that one may apply in specific instances, simply better understanding a research domain also potentially has significant value. For example, describing the intricacies of implementing an ERP system differs from a set of theoretical statements that predict particular outcomes from technical, individual, or organizational inputs. Nevertheless, studies that describe ERP system implementation may provide significant value for those who need to create such systems. Similarly, design science research Thus, this study rests on the premise that the term theoretical lens has gained widespread use without a clear sense of the range of meanings it can take on or how it fits with the traditional view of scientific research. As such, we consider the following research questions (RQ):
RQ1: What, if any, systemic differences exist in how IS researchers apply the term theoretical lens as presented in their published research?
RQ2: Based on these uses, how can we view the idea of a theoretical lens relative to the theorizetest research cycle in the traditional scientific method?
We discuss RQ1 relative to several dimensions of potential differentiations in usage in Section 4. We discuss RQ2 in Section 5.
Method
In order to examine these questions, we performed an extensive literature review. This approach represents an appropriate method since the theoretical lens concept is an artifact of the research literature, resides in this literature, and will likely see use in the future in this arena. This method follows an inductive approach in which one extracts key information from each paper and arranges it into emergent patterns. Toward this end, we follow a slightly modified version of the seven-step process that Rowe (2014) prescribes and Table 3 summarizes. We modified the process to take advantage of data in an unpublished pilot study. Specifically, we examined the data for accuracy and, on the few occasions when the study had not reported key aspects, added details to the accumulated coded material. With the exception of updating this previously collected data, the current study replicates as exactly as possible the method that Rowe (2014) proposes. 3. Choose search terms.
4. Apply practical screening criteria (e.g., a study's language, funding, and setting).
5.
Apply methodological screening criteria by examining each study to ensure its appropriate use of the theoretical lens concept.
6.
Do the review: reliable and valid reviews involve using a standardized form for abstracting data from papers, training reviewers (if more than one) to do the abstraction, monitoring the quality of the review, and pilot testing the process.
7.
Synthesize the results. One may descriptively synthesize literature review results. In a descriptive synthesis, reviewers interpret a review's findings based on their experience and the quality and content of the available literature.
First, we selected the research questions as we describe above. We did so primarily based on finding nothing in the literature on research methods that presents recommended approaches to, definitions of, and cases that show usage for the theoretical lens concept in detail. We see this absence of discussion as a significant gap in our IS discipline's research infrastructure. We believe it is critical that the concepts, tools, and understandings are as clearly laid out as possible.
Second, we performed a search in ABI Informs, which indexes most of the AIS Senior Scholars' basket of eight journals, many other prominent IS journals, and journals from other disciplines.
Third, we chose "theoretical lens" as the search term. We applied this term across all possible usage locations in the papers in the database. We chose this term because it represents our exact focus in this study. In this paper, we do not focus on contrasting how research has used this term with other terms that may resemble it, such as theoretical framework; rather, we focus on determining what scholars intend when they use the term itself.
Fourth, the initial search in ABI Informs revealed that more than 2,000 papers across numerous academic disciplines have used the term theoretical lens (see Table 1 ). By examining the uncovered papers by publication, we found a disproportionate number in the IS domain. We selected the journal with the largest number of papers that use the term, the European Journal of IS, to investigate as an initial frameworkbuilding exercise. As a member of the Senior Scholars' basket of eight, the journal publishes high-quality research and has a positive standing in the IS academic community. However, focusing on a single journal presents a trade-off: the results may contain a systematic judgment bias from the journal; however, they are also less likely to include variance resulting from divergent journal policies.
Fifth, we carefully read each paper (59 in total) and found no reason to exclude any. Note, however, that some papers in this sample-specifically, editorials-refer to theoretical lens as used in prior research or as a conceptual entity without actually using it in a research study. We left these papers in the sample because they also may show how scholars understand the term in a research context. However, we excluded one paper from our analysis because it included the term theoretical lens only in the title of a paper it referenced; as such, some tables in this paper that report on our findings pertain only to the other 58 papers in the sample.
Sixth, we recorded our observations in a spreadsheet: we represented each paper in a row and each "attribute" of interest in a column. Note that we made a special effort to identify and extract clear definitions of the term theoretical lens as it appeared in each paper; however, we observed no definitions for the term. In all cases, authors applied the term as if its meaning were clear. To be fair, the authors did not obscurely use the term given the context in which they did so, but these contexts varied significantly from paper to paper. We derived attributes of each paper from reading each one. In most cases, each paper had clear values for each attribute that we could directly observe. For the most part, for example, we could record and count the number of theories, frameworks, methods, or other conceptualizations that a paper used as sources for the lenses it referred to in a straightforward manner. Attributes of interest included the part of the paper that referenced the term theoretical lens, number of conceptualizations it referenced, the IS domain the authors studied, the research method used, the particular conceptualizations used for the lens, and the supporting references, if specified in the papers, for these lenses.
Finally, seventh, we analyzed the range of findings for each dimension. We further considered the overall significance of the range of findings across the dimensions.
Findings
In order to examine systematic differences in how IS researchers apply the term theoretical lens, we examined its use in several dimensions: 1) where the term appears in each paper, 2) how many distinct conceptualizations of theoretical lens each paper uses, 3) the research methods the paper uses, 4) the IS domain the paper considers, and 5) which underlying conceptualizations the paper actually uses. As we note above, these dimensions emerged from our reading the individual papers.
Where did the Term Theoretical Lens Appear in Each Paper?
The first dimension we investigated pertains to where each paper used the term theoretical lens (see Table 4 ). We found that, as a whole, the papers referenced the term across all their sections but somewhat more frequently at the beginning rather than at the end (see Table 3 ). We handled papers that used the term in multiple sections as two distinct categories of use: 1) those papers with early and late references and 2) those papers with two late references 3 .
It does make sense that authors would use a theoretical lens to introduce and define their study or to position it in the literature. Oddly, few authors returned to the concept later in their paper or commented on it in their concluding remarks. They rarely reflected on the quality of the theoretical lens per se or what it enabled or any limits it imposed. It also makes sense that authors would use the theoretical lens concept in a methodology section. In the case of grounded theory, the theoretical lens idea may appear after authors have collected data and seek some outside theory that resembles their findings. In other cases, authors could also understandably introduce the theoretical lens concept as a way to explain or justify the particular categories into which they have sorted data as part of the analysis process in grounded theory studies. We subdivided the papers that referenced theoretical lens by the number of different conceptualizations they used (see Table 5 ). We do so because we believe that studies that use a single conceptualization qualitatively differ from those that use two or more. Studies that use two or more conceptualizations would likely either compare/contrast them or they would blend the conceptualizations such that they use pieces from each one to formulate a bricolage that pertains to the IS domain. In contrast, studies that use a single conceptualization would likely focus on shaping the study content to suggest a match between theory constituents and domain elements. We also observed several papers that referenced the term theoretical lens without specifying any particular underlying conceptualization. We grouped these as having "zero" sources relative to the other papers. These papers were all essay or editorial papers and referenced the term theoretical lens in to explain how a paper in a special issue used its theoretical lens or how a researcher might use a particular theory or other conceptualization as a theoretical lens. In no cases did the authors digress to explain or define what they meant by the term theoretical lens specifically. Clearly, papers that used a single conceptualization quantitatively differed from those that use multiple conceptualizations given that more than 80 percent of the papers used only one conceptualization. Further, based on reading the papers, we also found a qualitative difference. In general, when a paper used multiple lenses, the authors made a greater effort to either contrast the quality of theory to predict results in the IS domain or to weave pieces from multiple theories to create a sort of emergent generally implicit theory tailored to the IS environment. Not surprisingly, the studies that used a single theoretical lens did not do either.
What Research Methods did Papers that Referenced a Theoretical Lens Use?
It seems reasonable to consider that a theoretical lens concept would be a by-product of a particular type of methodology (see Table 6 ). For example, researchers might expect that experiments would specify a theoretical lens to explain why they tested a subset of constructs while holding (or ignoring) a different subset as constant. Similarly, in designing a survey, the theoretical lens that a researcher chooses might explain why the researcher selected particular constructs, levels of analysis, or subsets of a larger population. For more qualitative and interpretive research, if researchers explicitly state the theoretical lens they adopted, they provide more information to the reader about how they view the domain and their approach to investigating the questions of interest. The distinction is at best a subtle one between using a method as a 'theoretical lens" versus just applying the method to gather and analyze their data. 
Miscellaneous methods subtotal 7
Grand total 59
The data show that researchers used theoretical lenses that spanned various research methodologies but not in equal numbers (see Table 5 ). Unsurprisingly, we found many case studies and essays that referenced a theoretical lens possibly because EJIS tends to publish a high percentage of case study papers. Further, we found a substantial (though infrequent) number of experiment, survey, and archival data studies that referenced a theoretical lens. Somewhat surprisingly, we found only one action research and not a single design science paper that referenced a theoretical lens. This finding suggests that scholars that use these methods may not concern themselves as much with traditional views of theory usage, though we believe that both methods (i.e., action research and DSR) can effectively help researchers to build theory-especially if 1) they can recommend the methods that they use to build artifacts for other types of artifact building and/or 2) they can propose principles for more effective design in a particular category of artifacts (e.g. data analytic algorithms, security features, or IS personnel policies/practices) to test their generality in or across such categories (Niederman & March, 2012) .
We found no evidence that the number of sources for lens content or their placement in a study depended on the method that researchers used. We found, however, that grounded theory and archival searches tended toward theory building rather than theory testing and, therefore, that authors were more likely to introduce the theoretical lens in the latter part of the process to organize findings or compare findings to the extant literature.
Which IS Topics did Studies that Used a Theoretical Lens Address?
It stands to reason that some IS topics might be more amenable than others to using a theoretical lens (see Table 7 ). For example, researchers might draw from a large number of extant theories to use as a theoretical lens for behavioral topics, such as theories from reference disciplines including sociology, psychology, and communications, whereas they would be less likely to use the theoretical lens concept when studying technical topics since studies on technical topics often focus more on presenting descriptive findings from a particular domain. Further, the theoretical lens term would likely be used equally with either new or older topics. Newer topics may lend themselves to the search for theory or models to transfer to the IS domain from outside as a way of imposing an initial order. Older topics may lend themselves to contrarian views represented by varying the selected lens from any that have become standard or normal for use in the domain.
Somewhat unexpectedly, papers that considered relatively more technical topics, such as information system development and ERP implementation, used the theoretical lens concept equally as often as they used it with less technical topics such as privacy and social networks (see Table 6 ). Similarly, we found no pattern between topic age and use of the theoretical lens concept, and, among the topics that papers used the concept with more frequently, we found that the papers had a generally spread out publication date (e.g., security papers that used the concept had a publication date that ranged from 2009 to 2017). We expect that the frequency with which papers that focused on various types used the theoretical lens concept more reflects the popularity of topics in general rather than some topics' lending themselves more or less to the concept's use. 
Which Theories, Frameworks, Methods or Other Conceptualizations did Papers Use as Sources for their Theoretical Lenses?
From even a quick initial glance (see Table A1 in the Appendix), one can see that the number of sources the papers referenced as a theoretical lens almost matched the total number of papers. The papers referenced such a diverse range of sources as to represent a microcosm of content and approaches to behavioral science. Moreover, few of these conceptualizations recurred or showed the immediate prospect of coalescing around a smaller subset of sources.
We found the same theoretical lens in multiple papers only three times. First, two papers used structuration theory (or three if the category includes "adaptive structuration theory", which extends the original conceptualization). Second, two other papers used technological frames, another conceptualization that proposes a set of categories for analysis of IS phenomenon. Third, one paper used socio-technical theory and another used socio-materiality. Granted there are significant differences between the two, they seem related enough to point out that the paper used both. This large number of concepts used as theoretical lenses may reflect the breadth and richness of the IS discipline, but, alternatively, it may suggest that the discipline has no strong identity and grasps for agreement relative to both central tendency and boundaries.
Theoretical Lens Types
Overall, scholars formulated their theoretical lenses from a surprisingly wide array of conceptualizations, including many that are not "theory" (see Appendix 1) as Weber (2012), Gregor (2006) , or Gregor and Jones (2007) define it. Following Weber's (2012) terminology, one would more accurately term some conceptualizations frameworks or models, such as lists of categories, taxonomies, or typologies, which do not in and of themselves constitute explanations or predictions (e.g., episodic change, management styles, and strategic contradiction) largely by not defining relationships among the categories and not framing specific propositions. In our sample, papers that tested theory did so only when they: 1) considered multiple theories as contenders for best fit with the data collected or 2) used multiple theories to accumulate selected constructs from each in order to cobble together a new model for testing. The latter generally described how well the constructs fit into the new model but did not justify why they left other constructs out. We observed no instance in which authors threw all constructs of multiple theories "into the mix" with the data collected used to determine which constructs to keep and which to abandon.
This type of conceptualization resembles the categories in a model or taxonomy, but, rather than comprising definitions and examples of each category, comprises a set of questions for researchers to use to find the values related to each question/category. Thus, this type of conceptualization resembles a general interview protocol or template. For example, in Orlikowski and Gash's (1991, 1994) technology frame approach, posing questions on a series of topics can elicit responses that shed light on a topical area. As a result, the selected lens involves examining the domain of interest in terms of how each category shows up in the data or, more actively, sorting the data based on these categories. This approach can serve as an effective way to examine the domain itself and consider, for example, social, technical, and communication aspects both singly and as they interrelate in terms of the specific way they manifest in that domain. For example, one may apply such a template to influences of the organizational context and technical details for an analytics project or for an embedded self-driving automobile. The nuanced differences between cases may illuminate how actions may produce alternative results in different environments while also illuminating the detailed relationships in a given domain. On the other hand, it may be difficult to use such a lens in the traditional scientific propose-test knowledge-creation model. In buying into the categorization scheme, the researcher accepts as given the initial categorization model rather than to test its completeness and the contribution of each component. On the positive side, one can see how the model provides an opportunity for comparison across technologies or domains by providing a common investigation framework, on the negative side it tends to assume the value of the framework which could elevate relatively inconsequential components and render invisible ones not included.
In at least one case (i.e., Kumar & Stylianou, 2014) , authors used the theoretical lens concept to refer to a whole methodology for collecting, analyzing, and presenting data. Specifically, they referenced grounded theory as the theoretical lens. However, they did not clarify how grounded theory acts as a theoretical lens. These authors likely referenced grounded theory as their theoretical lens to explain that they viewed the theory not only as a method in the sense of procedural steps that one can apply in a study but also a Volume 44 10.17705/1CAIS.04401 Paper 1 sort of paradigm and philosophical lens. From the way they used the theoretical lens concept in their paper, one can infer that they meant to invoke not only the steps but the "spirit" of theory building.
In other cases, authors conceptualized theoretical lens in an even broader and more general way, such as with the supply chain and power dependency approach (Lyytinen & Damsgaard, 2011) , evolution (Arnott, 2004) , post-colonial theory (Ravishanka et al., 2013) , and information processing . In such cases, the theoretical lens seemed to say something about the general context of the study without focusing on particular theories or predictions. For example, one might be tempted to consider information processing as a sort of "metatheory" that can use in in principle to generate a more specific theory for the particular domain. We found no explicit evidence that papers used the term in this way.
Although, no logical reason exists for why the source content for a theoretical lens need be a "theory" in the in the strictest meaning of the term as we note above (see, e.g., Weber, 2012; Gregor, 2006; Gregor & Jones, 2007) , one might expect some advantage in choosing a theory rather than a different sort of conceptualization as a theoretical lens source. However, we did not find a discernable pattern for whether a specific theory yielded "better" overall results relative to other conceptualizations. Logically, it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to "test" a theoretical lens that does not use a well-defined theory as a base unless the authors transformed the "implicit theory" of the original conceptualization into explicit statements for testing. For example, one could test Lewin's (1947 Lewin's ( , 1951 change model (unfreeze, change, refreeze) to verify that organizational change actually does go through these stages and/or whether strict and intentional adherence to the model produces more effective or efficient change results. By the same token, we would think that using such a conceptualization as a theoretical lens could result in theory building. A theoretical lens using this model could potentially indicate how different ways of unfreezing, change, or refreezing lead to better or worse results for the overall change based on inductive observations.
Promising Theoretical Lens Sources
Perhaps as a growing number of papers reference the theoretical lens construct over time, we will see patterns in the type of lenses studies use and the types of theories they examine emerge. We could envision, for example, Giddens' (1984) structuration theory becoming associated with relationships between individuals and groups as moderated, influenced, guided, or determined by technology. In contrast, we can envision agency, transaction, and institutional theories becoming allied with formal interactions, contracts, and economic arrangements. Scholars might expect each type of theoretical lens to produce orthogonal results relative to group-individual interactions. As such, scholars will need to integrate and explain such results, particularly when they contradict one another yet exist in parallel.
We found the fact that some papers used socio-technical theory and socio-materiality theory as theoretical lenses to be particularly encouraging as each focuses on the concurrent relationships among humans, technologies, and tasks. We find research that uses socio-technical and socio-materiality approaches illuminating in regard to developing an understanding of the complexities and relationships in an IS domain or relative to a particular system but are somewhat perplexed relative to the idea of how they may be used as a "theoretical lens". When scholars consider these approaches as theories, they may directly apply their definitions and relationships, such as notions of synergy, hierarchy, equifinality, and requisite variety, to a domain. Scholars may examine the domain in terms of phenomena that illustrate each characteristic. They may go further to show how such elements manifest in the domain, how one may simplify the domain if one considers it as an example of this sort of system, and, perhaps, show where elements in the domain do not concur with the definition for the theoretical lens source. In using the theoretical lens concept in this way, one may neither test nor build theory but rather transfer it into the domain of interest. In other words, one might say: "We accept the socio-technical perspective and will transform the domain according to that view by highlighting the elements consistent with that view and letting other elements remain hidden". With such a study, authors may count on readers to agree on the source's value or present arguments to persuade the reader as to the relevance, appropriateness, and potential value contained in or implied by the source. Thus, the source's initial and argued credibility will represent important factors for readers to evaluate the contribution that the research makes. Ironically, authors who poorly conceptualize a theoretical lens source may in principle provide great value by 1) illuminating its own inadequacy and allowing scholars to reshape and augment it in a positive way or 2) showing unusual but illuminating views of the domain that prove valuable despite the flaws in the source conceptualization. For example, authors could use an outdated and debunked theory from a reference Goodhue and Thompson (1995) task-technology fit model. We anticipate seeing researchers take advantage of such IS domainspecific theories and frameworks as a theoretical lens to view a wide range of IS-specific phenomena. On the other hand, considering the vast number of papers based on TAM, in particular, it is clear that the theoretical lens concept is not needed to further explore IS theory within the domain.
Lens Sources and Theory
When scholars import theory into the IS domain via using it a theoretical lens, they seldom do so to robustly test the underlying theory itself. One starting point for theory testing in IS would involve following Yin's (2003) case-selection technique in which one presumes that a particular theory from, for example, communications, economics, or psychology would not work in the IS domain and then tests to see if it in fact does. The technique supposes that the theory's interaction with technology and the array of contingencies that it introduces would likely render the domain too complex for more than the barest minimum of statistically significant percentage of instances. For example, we found as much with the unfolding model of turnover (Niederman, Sumner, & Maertz, 2007 )-a strongly demonstrated theory in human resource management, that did not explain the observations in IT human resource management.
Of course the opposite logic-that behavioral truths are universal and should apply in IS across all domains-also represents a worthy starting point for testing theory. Should results prove consistent with predictions, one adds support to the idea that the theory covers IS phenomena in its boundary. One would need to additionally show that the theory covers the full range of the domain's facets to satisfactorily support such an explanation. But one would seemingly not need to involve a theoretical lens to perform or enhance such testing.
In some cases, external theory may completely explain such intersection topics, but we think it more likely that the introduction of technology will introduce new contingencies. For example, we can imagine communication theories that "explain" virtual group behaviors but remain silent when it comes to situations in which one can manipulate technologies during the course of a meeting or workflow activity. Communication theories would not have much to say about the question of how the ability to manipulate virtual team applications affect outcomes, but IS managers or designers would have much interest in it. Theories that accurately predict communication behaviors may be appropriate and valuable in an IS context, but we need to guard against thinking that such theories explain the full range of IS concerns as this example illustrates.
We maintain that the reality of IS phenomena in practice is a complex of interactions between technological advances and human behavior and attitude. Technologies change people's behavior and people change technological features or invent new affordances to accommodate their needs. Neither can be left unaccounted for in realistic IS research. We contend that few external theories address this interdependence. Therefore, both the selection of the outside theory and the recognition of the incompleteness of this theory to explain the entire IS phenomenon become very important and should be examined as part of a research process.
Discussion
In this study, we examine the term theoretical lens as research papers actually use it. In doing so, we made several observations.
The term continues to grow in use: we see no reason to believe that researchers will less frequently use this term in the near future. Thus, it seems particularly timely to investigate how they use the term in practice.
The term has not been used consistently: although the meaning of the term is often reasonably straightforward to infer in particular studies, the fact that across many studies such inference would lead to varied interpretations suggests that collectively there is no single (or even defined set) of clear meanings. This lack of clarity interferes with the readers' ability to discern with clarity what the authors' intentions are in choosing to use the term. The term is often used with implicit rather than explicit meaning: we found no evidence that any scholars have defined the term theoretical lens in any formal way. With that said, given the many ways in which papers used the term, we do not know whether any single definition would adequately cover them all. Still, in this paper, we inductively identify various ways that scholars have actually used the term to prove an initial explanation about what they mean when they use it.
The sources that the papers used for the theoretical lenses themselves varied widely and included both theory and non-theory conceptualizations: a vast array of different intellectual content has been used as a theoretical lens, including theory, metatheory, frameworks, models, and even methods. However, we do not know if a limit or boundary on what one can use as a source for a theoretical lens exists. One would assume that, if scholars used a particular conceptualization as a theoretical lens but it failed to produce an interesting enough vision of the domain (in terms of highlighting some and excluding other components), a journal would not likely publish it 4 .
Further, there is no evidence to conclude that using theory rather than some other conceptualization, changes the value of the underlying study or its results. Sources that the papers used as a theoretical lens varied from a very specific reference such as Weick's (1989) sensemaking to a broad body of knowledge such as social action in the sense of sociotechnical and socio-material views ). Thus we argue against the seeming fetish in information systems journals that requires studies to be "theory-based" in order to be worthy of publication.
While papers used the term in many diverse ways, a handful of categories emerged that could cover similar uses: specifically, we found at least three distinct ways that papers used the term. First, they used the term when invoking frameworks or broad theories as a kind of metatheory in order to generate specific theories. One can interpret such generation as applying a framework such as Orlikowski's (2007) technological frames to observe how phenomena in a domain relate to each of their categories and possibly to consider interactions between these phenomena.
Second, they used the term to "explain" patterns observed in the data after the fact. That is, researchers observed patterns in a domain that resembled the patterns in an extant theory (frequently from outside the IS domain) in a post hoc analysis. We believe that using the term in this way has problems in principle because: 1) it misses the point that starting with the theory and testing it in the IS domain may or may not have revealed support and 2) it tends to imply that nothing unique or different about IS phenomena, that the IS discipline need not exist because extant theory from elsewhere can sufficiently explain all IS phenomena.
Third, they used the term theoretical lens to reference theory that the paper never really focused on. We found that papers that used the term in this way referenced some well-known theory in their introductory section(s) to position the study but then ignored it in developing or explaining their results (i.e., papers did not use test, assess or extend the original theory or use it to illuminate the domain or to add knowledge to the IS discipline). We have mixed feelings about this usage. On the one hand, it seems an unnecessary and potentially misleading way to use the term theoretical lens. On the other hand, reviewers and editors may have mandated that authors use it in this way to provide a "theoretical underpinning" even for a paper that had significant value as an empirical examination of a topic area. The editors and reviewers apparently felt that the papers we reviewed had sufficient value in total to merit publication.
The papers rarely made an effort to incorporate the theoretical lens concept or usage with an explicit theory-building and theory-testing scientific process model: few papers used the theoretical lens concept to test theory. However, as an exception, some papers contrasted multiple sources of theoretical lens content with gathered data. In such cases, the authors implicitly tested each theory simultaneously to assess how well it fit with empirical observations. On the other hand, using a theoretical lens naturally supports theory building, particularly if the data one has gathered show unanticipated relationships among a domain's components. However, authors used the theoretical lens concept mostly in a more ambiguous way to transfer theory; in doing so, they assumed the theory's or other theoretical lens content's validity and, thus, that they could borrow its terminology or concepts (e.g., as in borrowing "synergy" from systems theory).
We continue to have concerns about the cumulative effect that the many and various ways papers have used the theoretical lens concept may have on the IS discipline: in Section 2.2, we note several risks associated with using the theoretical lens concept. However, determining the degree to which these risks have appeared in the papers we examined falls outside the scope of this study for two reasons. First, the potential problems likely exist at the discipline level, whereas we focus on particular papers here. Any given paper may address questions that intersect the IS and its referent disciplines without manifesting negative consequences, but, if papers in the discipline at large neglected a large swath of IS-focused research questions, we might not realize it. Second, rather than observable aspects of the discipline, these negative consequences likely represent opinions and judgments that rely heavily on the community's preferences and values. However, we continue to urge vigilance and reflection as to whether IS research adequately and effectively serves the IS discipline's diverse range of stakeholders. For example, we have concerns with research that uses a theory while implicitly assuming its validity or even value just because a previous paper or papers-particularly in a reference discipline-have published it (not that we do not have faith in other disciplines' reviewers; rather, we do not know what effects that a discipline's interests and goals have on the research from another discipline with its own interests and goals, and we recognize that authors could potentially mistranslate terms and concepts across disciplines). We urge scholars to remain healthily skeptical on the content they use as content for their theoretical lenses even when they use it to create new and useful observations.
Further, we do not know whether the authors for the papers in our sample found anomalies in the domain data relative to what might they might have predicted based on the content in the theoretical lens. For example, if a researcher found equifinality and requisite variety but no synergy, what does that say about the range over which systems theory can and should be applied? Perhaps synergy does not represent a fundamental part of the system definition but rather a characteristic that varies in quantity depending on the nature of the system and how one uses it in particular instances.
We suggest viewing the target domain for the transfer of theory from reference disciplines as the area of common interest between IS and the reference discipline (see Figure 1 ). Theories are created within a discipline to understand and predict phenomena of interest to that discipline. Thus, for example, questions about trust-related behavior in general would pertain to the social psychology discipline. Questions about computer-mediated environments pertain to the IS discipline. Questions about trust in computer-mediated environments are of a common interest to both disciplines. Theories from social psychology may or may not provide an adequate theoretical lens for the study of these questions. For example, social science theories may lack constructs to represent the mediating impacts of technology on trust. Lacking these constructs a study may fail to even gather the data needed to understand the IS phenomena. 
Initial Recommended Minimal Expectations for Theoretical Lens Use
Below, based loosely on observing how academic papers have used the theoretical lens concept, we suggest some tactics that we think will help clarify the theoretical lens concept to readers and, perhaps, allow authors to more effectively, directly, and effectively apply it in their work. We propose the following tentative guidelines.
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Clarification
Authors should describe both why they selected a particular theoretical lens and why they did not select others. This description has special importance when they use a theoretical lens as a basis to gather data. We also think that, in some cases, no theory or combination of theories will account post hoc for the actual data one has gathered. In other words, after one exhausts extant theories, new questions will likely arise. .
Authors should explicitly detail not only how they identify a theory, framework, or method that they apply as a theoretical lens but also whether they reference it in whole or in part. If in part, they should clearly explain why some parts were omitted. If a theory is applied with the suggestion that the IS domain functions like the reference discipline in this particular, both similarities and differences should be explained.
Application
Authors should decide how they will use a theoretical lens and whether or not they actually need one to begin with. We do not mean to suggest that authors should simply use the concept but not use the term; rather, we suggest that, in designing and presenting their work, they should intentionally explain how they use the theoretical lens concept in their work 5 . Authors should clearly and explicitly explain how they use theory relative to traditional methods: they should explain whether they test, build, or transfer theory from one domain to another.
Formal Use
IS publications contribute to the IS discipline via both better explaining particular IS problems and constructing more general theory that can provide prediction for future instances (e.g., Wiesche et al. 2017 ). Reviewers and editors should not hold every study to contribute to both purposes.
We do not intend to become the "theoretical lens police". Evaluating research contributions involves many other criteria. We simply view clarity regarding the way in which scholars use the theoretical lens concept as 1) an important effort to fine-tune or bring into focus another aspect of what can be cloudy and ambiguous in absorbing the lessons of published work and 2) a perspective from which one can examine a sample of theory-oriented work that can illuminate innovative ways to use theory to advance knowledge.
Future Research and Limitations
As with any study, ours has several limitations. Clearly, examining papers from only one publication source introduces the potential for bias associated with the culture, norms, and practices of that particular journal. However, we somewhat offset the bias in that we examined papers in the journal that most frequently used the term and focused on qualitatively (rather than quantitatively) analyzing the differences in the way papers used it as an early step toward developing a typology or taxonomy.
A second limitation concerns our coding and reviewing procedure: the first author coded the data, but the second reviewed most of the studies. This is normal practice in grounded theory studies (Urquhart & Fernandez, 2013) where some researchers even frown upon studies in which multiple authors perform the coding. However, we recognize the potential room for unintended bias or systematic error to appear in our findings.
Future research should consider whether IS has unique or unusual aspects that trigger researchers to use the theoretical lens concept more frequently relative to other business and social science disciplines. Scholars might also examine the nature of the theories and frameworks they use as theoretical lenses in terms of their origins and migration between disciplines. Does a theory's migration across academic silos strengthen individual theories and/or to narrow their number by eliminating the least robust? Does theory migration across silos strengthen, weaken, or have mixed effects on both the donor and target disciplines?
Perhaps most importantly, philosophers of science might consider whether the theoretical lens concept represents a net contribution to the IS discipline. We found examples in which authors used the theoretical lens concept to contrast theories, to organize questions or research findings based on extant theory, and
Volume 44 10.17705/1CAIS.04401 Paper 1 to structure the approach to an investigation. However, to the extent that publishing in the IS discipline, particularly in the most prestigious journals, requires one to reference "theory", using a theoretical lens could conceivably address that requirement without requiring one to engage in building or testing theory. Using a theoretical lens in this way provides "cover" for authors who, in their papers, focus primarily on describing a domain given that many reviewers and editors view such papers as lacking a sufficient contribution. One expects that such use may do little harm as it allows substantive but less valued knowledge to enter the common body; however, it seems superfluous at best and deceptive at worst. It raises the question about why papers that illuminate important aspects of working with information systems would not in and of themselves represent satisfactory candidates for publication.
Conclusion
From the increasing frequency with which authors use the term theoretical lens, it seems apparent that the term has begun to enter our research vocabulary. Based on analyzing papers from EJIS, we conclude that researchers have heterogeneously used the term and that it involves multiple meanings.
In our study, we focused on discovering how research papers actually use the term. We investigated this term according to several concrete indicators, such as where the term appears in each paper, how many conceptualizations each paper uses as theoretical lenses, which method the paper uses in the overall research study, the IS domain the paper considers, and which underlying conceptualizations the paper actually uses as sources for the theoretical lenses. Based on analyzing a subset of papers from a single leading journal with papers that most frequently used the term, we make a set of basic conclusions. We hope this study encourages other researchers to formally define this term, more precisely use it, and additionally consider the long-term effect of adding it to their research repertoire.
We also identify several risks that pertain to applying the term particularly relative to the traditional scientific approach of theory building and testing. We hope that, with this paper, we move toward initiating a collective understanding about the ways in which one can apply theoretical lenses to IS research.
Finally, even though researchers have increasingly begun to use the term theoretical lens, it remains a relatively small part of the research vocabulary. We do not know whether the term has had a significant impact on the overall thrust of IS research. However, given its growth in usage, we might ask what we can infer about the IS discipline from its increased use. From a pessimistic viewpoint, given the vast array of theory and the large number of topics in the IS discipline, one could argue that it represents a loosely configured constellation of independent issues; that it constitutes a kaleidoscope of bits and pieces that researchers have not integrated in any meaningful way. In other words, that it reflects social science generally without a clear distinction and identity-that it lacks firm and stable theory and findings much as Mohr (1982) described organizational behavior.
These opposing views return one to the long-unresolved debate about the nature of the discipline: whether one can better define it in a narrow way as a discipline that studies primarily how IS operates in organizations or as a broader area which considers any application of computing technology how it is used by humans and, in turn, what effects on humans individually and collectively it creates. Sociology of governance Madon (2005) Kjaer (2004) Kooiman (2003) Rhodes (1997) Rose (1999) Socio-materiality Doolin & Mcleod (2012) Orlikowski (2007) Star ( Loh & Venkatraman (1992b) Hu, Saunders, & Gebelt (1997) 
